
Subject: ART array placement
Posted by Shane on Thu, 08 May 2008 05:51:06 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Fred was nice enough to bring a set of ART array cabinets to LSAF for me that he had put
together.  I plan on getting them finished in the next couple of weeks, but was wondering what the
suggestions for placement might be.  My listening room is not ideal as it is about 15' x 25' with a
10' vaulted ceiling (living room).  Any suggestions on where to start as far as spacing and angle
would be great.

Subject: Re: ART array placement
Posted by FredT on Sat, 10 May 2008 00:12:38 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Positioning line arrays isn't much different from other types of speakers. I would start by
positioning them where other speakers have sounded best, then moving them incrementally and
doing listening comparisons. One of the biggest detriments to good sound is placing speakers
where a standing wave is generated. In my room, placing speakers too near the corners
generates a 120hz peak at the listening position, which makes them sound very boomy. So I
move them out and away from the corners until the peak is minimized. I measure this by placing a
Radio Shack sound meter where my ears usually are and playing test tones from a Stereophile
test CD.Danny Ritchie had mentioned his previous model line arrays, the Alpha LS, measured flat
in an anechoic chamber, but it tended to overload his living room. He developed a network to
control the bass. This isn't necessary with the Art arrays. Those 5.25" Dayton Classic woofers
don't go as low as the speakers in the bigger line arrays, so excess output at the low bass
frequencies hasn't been an issue.
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